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Abstract: Gross Domestic Product is one of the most important economic indicators of the country and its positive or negative growth indicates the economic development of the country. It is calculated quarterly and yearly at the end of the financial year. The GDP growth of India has seen fluctuations from last few decades after independence and reached as high as 10.25 in 2010 and declined to low of -5.23 in 1979. The GDP growth has witnessed a continuous decline in the past five years, taking it from 8.15 in 2015 to 1.87 in 2020. The lockdown imposed in the country to curb the spread of COVID-19 has caused massive slowdown in the economy of the country by affecting all major contributing sectors of the GDP except agricultural sector. To keep on track on the GDP growth is one of the parameters for deciding the economic policies of the country. In this study, we are analyzing and forecasting the GDP growth using the time series forecasting techniques Prophet and Arima model. This model can assist policy makers in framing policies or making decisions.
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1. Introduction

The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is the value in totality of the services and goods produced within the geographic limits of a nation\cite{1}. It is measured over specific period of time intervals within a year i.e. quarterly or once a year i.e. annually\cite{2}. It is one of the most powerful statistical economic indicators that are used to assess the economic performance and development of the country\cite{3,4}. It is also used to compare the economic health of the country at two points of time or economic health of two countries\cite{5}.

The concept of GDP was first given by William Petty in UK between 1654 and 1676 to address the issue of unfair taxation by landlords during the warfare between the English and Dutch. The modern concept of GDP was given by Simon Kuznets for US Congress report in 1934 and gained popularity after Bretton Woods Conference in 1944. GDP became popular tool for assessment of national economic development and progress in world war -II\cite{6}.

GDP growth rate indicates the rate at which economy of country is growing positively or negatively. It is an important indicator used to measure development of a country with respect to time and can be used to indicate whether the country’s economy is growing or facing recession. Positive GDP growth rate of country indicates its economy is flourishing while as negative GDP growth indicates possible economic downturn\cite{7}. It acts as an aiding tool to economists in strategy formulation and policy framing of the country’s economy related policies. It also helps investors in making investment related decisions. GDP directly affects business, stock market, jobs and personal income and lower GDP indicates low stock prices\cite{8}.

\[
\text{GDP Growth Rate} = \left(\frac{(GDP1)}{(GDP2)} - 1\right)
\]

Where GDP\textsuperscript{1} is GDP for year 1 and GDP\textsuperscript{2} is GDP for year\cite{9,10,11}.

GDP is measured by three methods
\begin{itemize}
    \item Income based method
    \item Output based method
    \item Expenditure method
\end{itemize}
GDP (G) has four component consumption (C), Investment (N), government spending (S) and net exports (E-I)

\[ G = C + N + S + (E - I) \]

Where Investment=government spending(S) =Sum of Government expenditure on final goods and services = Gross exports, I =Gross Imports[12].

The structure of the manuscript is as follows: The section 2 gives the brief background of the GDP analysis. The section 3 and 4 depicts the objectives and methodology respectively. The section 5 explains the results obtained. The conclusion is given in the section 6 followed by references.

2. Background of the GDP Forecasting

There are two types of GDP:-

- Nominal GDP: It refers to the goods and services produced in context to their total monetary values at current prices within the geographical limits of a country by citizens as well as foreigners. It is more useful than real GDP in comparison of the economic health of a nation over a period of time and is sensitive to both the changes in quantity and price levels.
- Real GDP: All formed goods and services produced in a country, their total monetary value at constant process is actually referred the real GDP. It can be used for effective comparison of economic growth at different periods of time with freedom from the effects of changing price levels.

GDP deflator also called the implicit price deflator is used to measure the changes in inflation, i.e. price of goods and a service produced in the economy. The GDP deflator is calculated as:-

\[ \text{GDP deflator} = \frac{\text{Nominal GDP}}{\text{Real GDP}} - 1 \]

GDP per Capita is the GDP or economic output of the country divided by the size of the population. It is used to assess income of individuals and indicate the standard of living in the country.

There are certain limitations in using GDP as the assessment parameter to measure economy of the country. One of them is that increase in GDP doesn’t necessarily mean the positive growth or expansion of the economy, sometimes change in market value of goods and services also affect the GDP growth rate making comparison using GDP growth rate inaccurate or difficult.

The Government releases GDP numbers after every two months, but annual GDP numbers are issued on May 31 of every year.

In India the main sectors contribute to the GDP of the country are manufacturing, mining, agriculture, construction, forestry and fishing, insurance and business services, transport and communication, electricity and gas supply, trade, hotel, real estate, social and public services, financing, and social and public services.

In India GDP is measured at market prices and the base year used for calculation is 2011-12.

GDP at market price= GDP in factor+ Indirect Taxes-Subsidies

India is a fast growing economy, ranks 5th by nominal GDP and third by purchasing power parity in the world. From the independence in India i.e. 1947 to 1991 India has witnessed remarkable economic growth and in the 21st century, annual average GDP growth is recorded as 6-7%, making it the world’s largest growing economy, surpassing china in the time period of 2014-18. India is ranked on 139th position by nominal GDP and 118th position by GDP(PPP) in 2018.

The economy of India slowed down due to demonetization and introduction of Goods and services tax (GST) in 2017 but the long term GDP growth remained positive because of young workforce, low dependency ratio, healthy saving, good investment rates in the country and increased integration into the global economy. India is the world’s six largest consumer market and domestic private consumption contributes to 60% of total Indian GDP. Apart from that government spending, investments and net exports also contribute to the GDP of India. As per 2018 statistics India ranks 10th largest importer and 19th largest exporter in the world. On the index of ease of doing business India ranks on 63th position and holds 68th rank on global competitiveness report. India is an active member of world trade organization since 1995[13,14].

India is 6th largest manufacturer in the world, producing almost 3% of total global manufacturing output and employs more than 57 million populations. Majority of Indian population lives in rural areas and depends on agriculture as their primary source of livelihood. Agriculture contributes to almost 50% of total GDP of India. India is ranked second largest producer of global food and agricultural production and agricultural exports amounting to $38.5 billion. Construction and real estate is the second largest employer after agriculture and is a very important component of GDP of the country. The textile industry of India contributes to 2% of country’s GDP, employs over 45 million
people and has a net worth of $150 billion. India is major exporter of IT services, Indian IT industry employs over 4
million population and earns $180 billion revenue .The Indian telecom industry is second largest in the world in terms
of mobile phone and internet users contributing to more than 10% of country’s GDP[15]. Indian ecommerce market is
growing rapidly. India is rich in natural resources and world’s second largest producer of coal, second largest steel and
cement producer and third largest electricity producer in the world. Mining sector contributes 2.5% of Indian GDP and
11% of country’s industrial GDF. India has the world's second largest labour force with 520 million workers as per
2019 statistics. Indian Foreign direct investment (FDI) for 2018-19 was $ 64.4 billion and major contributors to FDI are
services sector, computer and telecom sector[16,17].

GDP in India reached an all time high of 13.3% in March 2010 and lowest of 0.2% in March 2009. The global
rating agencies are forecasting further decline in GDP growth for almost all countries across the globe for FY 21
because of the pandemic. There is a projection of contraction of 3.1% in 2020 with recovery of 4.8% that will be
followed in 2021. The lockdown imposed in the country in an effort to contain the spread of COVID-19 followed by
partial lockdown and phase wise unlocking has affected manufacturing and services sector causing 40% drop in the
economic activity of the country. During the Q1 economic activity was pushed down by the considerable levels because
of lockdown affecting key sectors like construction, manufacturing, hotels, trade, communication, transport and services
related to broadcasting constitutes the 45% of the total national economy, have been affected severely in terms of
volume and profit during the period of lockdown [Icra]. The sale of domestic passenger vehicles and two-wheelers, the
deal in capital goods, steel output, imports by value (not including oil and gold), and railway and aviation passenger
traffic showed sharp decline amidst pandemic[18].

In India, it is predicted that the GDP in 2020-2021 may come down to 5.3%. If this prediction is proved true, it
could be the India’s lowest GDP rate in the history. Based on the expectations evolved from the credit ratings agency,
the GDP may bounce back to 506% in the 2021-2022 fiscal years[19]. The covid-19 pandemic has almost crippled the
economic sectors in both small to large domain. Not only in India, but all across the globe the closure of economic
sectors has badly affected the economy and likely to continue its shadow in the coming days as well. There is no certain
timeline by which time the things would improve. The gradual normalcy in the GDP is expected in 2021-2022[20]. The
government of India announced monetary support worth rupees 20.97 lakh Crore to reduce the impact due to
coronavirus breakout and it further pushed the already slowing down economy into standstill[21].

Machine learning and Time series forecasting techniques are popular for analysis and forecasting future trends for
various parameters and can be used for prediction of GDP growth trend in India for near future [22,23].

In this research paper we are using time series forecasting techniques to forecast the GDP growth of India for next
ten years i.e. from 2020 to 2030[24].

3. Objectives

a. Analysis of GDP growth trend in India from 1951 to 2020
b. Forecasting of GDP growth trend in India from 2020 to 2030

4. Methodology

The methodology adopted is depicted in the fig.1. and the following steps is the description of the steps involved in
the sequence. At the end, the evaluation is performed and the final results are obtained.

a. Data collection. We have collected the GDP growth data for India from 1951-2020 from a comma-
separated (CSV) file available for download on the official website of Open Government Data (OGD)
Platform India, and uploaded that in Excel 2013. Then data was cleaned, extracted and converted into Time
series data to be used for analysis and forecasting in R studio software.
b. Analysis of data. Data was analyzed for missing values and plotted to visualize the GDP growth of India from
c. Time series forecasting. Time series forecasting with ARIMA Model and PROPHET is used for forecasting
the trend of GDP growth in the near future, i.e. for next ten years from 2020-2030.
d. Validation of results. Models are validated on the basis of comparison of actual test data with the forecasted
data by dividing the dataset into a training set and testing set. The model prediction is then tested on test data
for ten years with actual data to check the predictive capability of the model.
4.1. Arima

It is an acronym for ‘Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average’ i.e. a class of statistical models that can be used for modeling stationary time series data on the basis of its past values, lags between observations and the lagged forecast errors, used to forecast or predict future values. The ARIMA model has three components:

- AR(Auto Regression)
- Integrated- representing the degree of differencing to make time series stationary
- MA(Moving Average)

The ARIMA model is denoted as ARIMA (n, f, p), in which n determines the order of auto regression terms, f is the degree of differencing used to form a stationary time series, and p is the order of moving average. The value of ‘v’ at time t for an ARIMA model is estimated as equation (1). Here the moving average parameter is denoted by ‘∅’

\[
v_t = \mu + \varnothing_1 v_{t-1} + \varnothing_2 v_{t-2} + \cdots + \varnothing_p v_{t-p}
\]

The time series is checked for stationary using Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test and may require logging or differencing of terms to make it stationary and to stabilize the series[25][26][27][28].

4.2. Prophet

It is an open source Face book library that can be used for decomposition of time series and forecasting of future trends easily and accurately. This model is flexible in nature and can deal well with missing values. The time series model is additive in nature and fits linear data. It has three main components:

- Trend
- Seasonality
- Holidays

The general equation for PROPHET model is given as:

\[
y(t) = g(t) + s(t) + h(t) + e(t)
\]
Where \( g(t) \) logistic growth curve for modeling non periodic changes in time series. \( s(t) \) is periodic changes, \( h(t) \) is effectiveness of yearly seasonally holidays and \( e(t) \) is error term accounts unusual changes not accommodated by model\([29, 30]\). The other alternative techniques available for forecasting the GDP are also taken into reference while taking this study \([31]\).

5. Results and Findings

![Fig 2 GDP growth of India from 1961-2020](image)

Figure 2 visualizes the GDP growth in India from 1961 to 2020. The GDP growth is unsteady and has seen positive and negative growth in the last four decades. The GDP growth has reached up to the maximum value of 10.25 in 2010 and it has declined as low as -5.238 in 1979.

5.1. Time series forecasting of GDP in India using Prophet

![Fig 3. plots the forecasted GDP growth in India from 2020-2030 using Prophet and indicates steady growth in the GDP value of India every year till 2030](image)
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Table 1. Forecasted GDP growth in India from 2021-2030 using Prophet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast</th>
<th>Lower Forecast</th>
<th>Upper Forecast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.87472575</td>
<td>3.328305173</td>
<td>7.584486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.05680805</td>
<td>3.397433828</td>
<td>7.556841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.04059877</td>
<td>3.466562484</td>
<td>7.507688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.90293958</td>
<td>3.535691141</td>
<td>7.437169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.43411949</td>
<td>3.605009191</td>
<td>7.86119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.33090538</td>
<td>3.674137848</td>
<td>7.833545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1526732</td>
<td>3.743266505</td>
<td>7.784392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3190216</td>
<td>3.812395162</td>
<td>7.713873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.61989856</td>
<td>3.881713215</td>
<td>8.137894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.53453538</td>
<td>3.950841874</td>
<td>8.110249</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table 1 displays the forecasted GDP growth in India from 2021-2030 using PROPHET. The forecasting of GDP in India using PROPHET based on data from 1961 to 2020 indicates that the GDP will grow positively to 7.58 in Financial Year (FY) 2021. The GDP of India will continuously grow and reach up to a high of 8.11 in 2030. The average forecast indicates that GDP for FY-21 will be 3.8 and can grow positively up to 4.5 in 2030.

5.2. Time series forecasting using Arima Model

The time series of GDP in India from 1961-2020 was tested for being stationary. The Augmented Dickey Fuller test was performed on the time series with result of p-value of 0.01 indicating the series is stationary.

Figure 4 displays the ACF and PACF plot for the time series of Indian GDP. The ACF and PACF plots were used to find the values of Arima parameters n, f and p and Arima (1, 2, 1) were founded as the best model for forecasting. ACF are the coefficients of correlation determine the relationship between a time series and its lags and
PACF determines the partial correlation coefficients for ARIMA models. ACF and PACF are used to indicate the relationship between the observations in time series and its lags for the time series and for determining the order parameters for ARIMA model.

![ARIMA forecast plot](image)

**Figure 5** displays the forecasted plot for GDP growth in India from 2020-2030 using Arima (1, 2, 1) model based on the Indian GDP values of last 60 years i.e. from 1961-2020.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Forecast</th>
<th>Lo at 95% CI</th>
<th>Hi at 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>2.909092</td>
<td>-3.837576</td>
<td>9.655759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>2.419223</td>
<td>-5.329275</td>
<td>10.167720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>2.617102</td>
<td>-6.731222</td>
<td>11.965426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2024</td>
<td>2.505622</td>
<td>-7.952256</td>
<td>12.963501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
<td>2.533297</td>
<td>-9.070155</td>
<td>14.136749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2026</td>
<td>2.498378</td>
<td>10.124073</td>
<td>15.120829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2027</td>
<td>2.491614</td>
<td>11.117655</td>
<td>16.100884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2028</td>
<td>2.472186</td>
<td>12.070377</td>
<td>17.014749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2029</td>
<td>2.458455</td>
<td>12.985601</td>
<td>17.902511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030</td>
<td>2.442161</td>
<td>13.871681</td>
<td>18.756003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 displays the mean forecasted GDP values for next ten years, i.e. from 2021-2030 using Arima (1, 2, 1) model on 95% confidence interval. The forecasted results predict the GDP forecast for FY 2021 as 2.90 and then the GDP growth is declining or showing negative growth in coming years in the average case scenario. The prediction
suggests that the GDP of India can drop up to the value of 2.44 in 2030. As per the best case scenario, GDP of India will increase with time and forecasted GDP of 9.6% in 2021 and GDP can increase up to 18.75 in 2030.

Validation of results was done by dividing the total dataset into training data set for GDP data from 1961-2010 and test data set including GDP data from 2010-2020 and then comparing the predicted values with the test data set. The actual versus predicted results were plotted in Figure 6 for visualization.

Table 3. Parameters of ARIMA model (1, 2, 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>MAPE</th>
<th>MASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.07557139</td>
<td>3.314592</td>
<td>2.299306</td>
<td>103.1148</td>
<td>0.8723103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 displays the parameters for Arima model used for forecasting of GDP in India from 2021-2030. In this study, we used five performance measures to indicate goodness of fit of the model, namely Mean Error (ME), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). The low values of MAE, RMSE, MAPE and ME indicate a good fit of the models. The MAE is smaller than the RMSE that indicates presence of low errors in the variance.

The other available approaches to forecast the GDP are Linear Probability model (LPM), Logit model (LM), Probit model (PM),and Tobit model (TM). In addition to these techniques, there are some forecasting methods based on qualitative approach and are exclusively based on opinions about the future trends. These models are also interrelated with the technological changes. The complementary methods like a straight line (Constant growth rate), Moving average (repeated forecasts), simple linear regression (comparing of independent and dependent variable), and multiple linear regression (comparing of one dependent variable with more than one independent variable) is also used for the prediction and forecasting the GDP. The proposed technique based on machine learning is compared with these techniques and shows the promising results.

6. Conclusion

In this study, we are using time series forecasting techniques PROPHET and ARIMA model to forecast GDP growth for 2021-2030. The Arima (1, 2, 1) fits the model and has indicated good predictive capability as per validation and performance parameters like RMSE, MAPE and MASE. The Prophet's model has shown an increasing trend in GDP of India for coming years and according to the model, forecasted GDP of 2021 will be 3.8 and will show positive growth up to 4.5 in 2030. The Arima model forecasting results indicate that the GDP growth for 2021 will be 2.9. Further, it will show decreasing trend in coming years and can come down to 2.44 to 2030 as per average forecasting results. It shows an increasing trend at 95% confidence interval and can reach to a high of 18.75 for 2030 in the best case scenario. The forecasting models can help investors or policy makers in decision making. Although the GDP of the
country can be influenced by different conditions and thus predictions can vary in the future. This model has some limitations and future prospects can take into account other parameters affecting the economic conditions of the country as well. The monetary policy decisions by the policy makers make better use of forecasting macroeconomic variables such as GDP along with the inflation rate to assess the future state of economics. The proposed study gives the GDP forecasting and inflation rate can be future prospective of the given study.
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